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Kesten showed that for certain random walks in a random environment the
distribution of thenvironment as seen from the vantage point of the random walker 
converges to alimit distribution for large time. Itis hown here that under additional 
hypotheses K ten’s result continues to hold for almost every typical fixed environ- 
ment. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
A random environment onthe integers h is a double-ended s quence 
J?f= {%)ZEZ of i.i.d. random variables LX,with probability d stribution G. 
(I shall not attempt todistinguish the random variables az from their 
values: I hope the meaning will always beclear f om the context.) A random 
walk in the environment I is an integer-valued stochastic process 
gut-OJ,... which, conditional on the realization of the environment .sl, is a 
birth-death chain with local transition rates (Y, and 1 - (Y,, i.e., 
?54x,+1 = 1 + x,1x,, XI,..., XJ = ax,, 
%{ x,+1 = -1 + x,1x,, xi,. .) Xt} = 1 - oLX,, 
and 
x0 = 0. (0.1) 
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The random walk in random environment hasbeen suggested as amodel 
for certain crystallographic and b ochemical processes (cf. Cernov [2] and 
Temkin [12]). In fact it was first defined asa stochastic model for DNA 
replication. The ucleotide sequence is conceived as arandom environment 
(as defined above; thus the DNA strand isdoubly infinite). The replication 
process i then an infinite “zipping up” operation, withone nucleotide being 
added to the forming replicate chain at a time. Occasionally, however, 
instead ofa nucleotide being added, the topmost nucleotide breaks its bond 
and is deleted. Thus the position of the topmost nucleotide in the sequence 
behaves like arandom walk: it is assumed that he transition lawsare as 
given in (0.1). 
The qualitative behavior frandom walk in random environment has
been investigated by Solomon [ll], Kozlov [9], Kesten et al. [7], and Kesten 
[6]. Related models have been studied byKalikow [5], Key [8], Anshelevich 
et al. [l], and others. It was discovered by Solomon that 
$((l - cy)/a)dG(a) = y< 1, then XJt -+ (1 - y)/(l + y) A.S.; 
(0.2) 
whereas 
f/ollog((l - a)/cu)dG(cy) < 0 but /o’((l - cw)/a)dG(c~) r 1,
then X, -+ + OCJ A.S. but X,/t + 0 A.S. (0.3) 
This last phenomenon suggests that he random walk seeks out stretches of 
the nvironment which are suitable forlong sojourns. 
My concern i this paper is the “appearance” of the nvironment as seen 
from the vantage point X,: e.g., what does the nucleotide sequence t nd to 
look like from the top of the zipper? Notice that it need not look like an 
i.i.d. sequence from G when viewed from the vantage point X,, because X,
may tend to seek out “favored” points inthe nvironment. 
For a given sequence x2= { OL,}, l z and an integer x,let .!aYx bethe 
sequence &’shifted x units to the left, i.e., 
The environment viewed from the vantage point X, is the (random) se- 
quence dx!. Notice that each dx E II?,[O, 11, which is a compact metriz- 
able space m the product topology. Kesten [6] proved the following. 
RENEWAL THEOREM FOR RWRE. Suppose that under the probability 
measure P the random sequence .&= xZO has the distribution nT,G, and that 
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conditional on the realization .I%’ the process X,evolves according tothe laws 
(0.1). If 
/l((l - a)/a)dG(a) = y < 1, (O-5) 
0 
then there is a probability distribution Q, on FI?,[O, l] such that for every 
continuous f nction f:lloOm[O, l] * W 
Efb’x,) + Jrde,, t+cc. (0.6) 
Thus Q, describes thecharacter of the nvironment seen from X, for large 
t. Kesten also proved a similar renewal theorem for RWRE satisfying (0.3), 
which is much harder. 
It is natural toask whether &*, converges in distribution when the initial 
environment A?= ~4~ is jixed rather than random. In other words, if one 
selects a typical sequence d from IJ?,G, is it true that 
for continuous f: lF,JO, l] + W? Kesten’s result does not answer this 
question, since the expectation on LHS (0.6) entails averaging over the 
ensemble ofall possible environments from lJ?,G. 
The main results of this paper provide a partial answer. 
THEOREM 1. Under the hypotheses of Kesten ‘s Renewal Theorem for 
R WRE, for every continuous f: Il?,[O, 11 + R and every E> 0 
lim,,,P( d: IE&f(Jla,) - /fdQ,l > &) = 0. (o-7) 
This is a “weak” result: i  states that he conditional expectation E&f (JQ,) 
converges to /fdQ, in probability. Unfortunately, I haveonly been able to 
establish almost sure convergence by imposing a stricter moment hypothe- 
sis. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that he hypotheses of Kesten ‘s Renewal Theorem for 
R WRE hold, and also that 
jl((l - a)/a)2dG(a) < 1. (0.8) 
0 
Then for every continuous f: IlY’,[O, l] -+ Iw, 
Es/f (4,) + Jrde, 
almost sureIy as t + ~0. 
(0.9) 
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It is worth noting that Kesten et al. [7] proved that under (0.8) the process 
X, obeys acentral limit theorem, with fluctuations of magnitude t”‘. This 
plays no role in the proof of Theorem 2, however. 
The proofs ofTheorems 1 and 2 are based on a coupling device similar to 
that in my earlier paper [lo]. The details aremuch simpler here, because the 
increments in X, are all of magnitude 1.The temporal coupling for 
birth-death chains introduced in Section 2 may be adapted tographs other 
than the integer lattice, as will be clear. 
CAUTION. My notation differs somewhat from that of Kesten’s in [6], 
for easons known only to my psychoanalyst. In particular I useQ, for the 
limit distribution, whereas Kesten uses P,; also Iuse x2 for the sequence 
{a, IZd~ whereas Kesten uses A’ for the u-algebra generated by {(Y,}, E *. 
Finally, I use P& for aprobability measure satisfying (0.1) when &’ is a 
fixed sequence; I use P when d is random. 
1. PRELIMINARIES CONCERNING REGENERATION POINTS 
The key to Kesten’s theorem is the existence of certain “regeneration 
points” inthe trajectory. The proofs ofTheorems 1 and 2 also make use of 
these. The definitions and certain fundamental properties of the regenera- 
tion points will be reviewed in this ection: thehypotheses of Theorem 1
will be assumed throughout. 
Since X, --) +co with probability 1 (cf. (0.2)), there isa positive probabil- 
ity that {4 L t o never visits the halfline (- cc, 0). It therefore follows (cf. 
Lemma 1 of Kesten [6]) that here are infinitely man times t 2 0 at which 
x, 2 x, >X” for all m 2 t > n; (1.1) 
these times t are Kesten’s regeneration mes. For the purposes ofthis paper 
it is more convenient to have regeneration onlyat euen integer-valued tim s
t. Thus, let r. = 0 and 
rk+l = inf{event>rk: X,‘X,>X, V m>t>n}. 0.2) 
Following Kesten, define the “random tours” tkto be the segments ofthe 
sample path and environment be ween successive reg neration mes, i.e., 
I ‘k - 7k-1; tk= a,, Km,‘z<XTk; X t+1 - 4, ?k-, I t -c 7k k 2 1. (1.3) 
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The random tours and regeneration mes enjoy the following properties: 
El, 52, . . . are independent; 0 4 
&>$3,... are identically distributed; (1.5) 
J% - rkM1) < 00 fork 2 2. (1.6) 
For the proofs of (1.4) and (1.5) see Lemma 1 of Kesten [6]. (Note: the 
restriction of regeneration poi ts oeven integer times does not affect the 
validity of the argument a all.) The proof of (1.6) may be accomplished by 
arguing asin the proof of Corollary 1 inKesten [6], oras follows. Let
B, = { X,,, 2 z > X, for all m 2 T, > n } , (1.7) 
where 
T, = inf{t 2 0:X, 2 z}. (14 
Since X, + co, T, < cc for all z. By Theorem 1.16 of Solomon [ll], 
A.S.- lim T,/n = 
1 + c’((l - cy)/a)dG(cu) J 
n-m 1 - a’((1 - a)/a)dG(a) =J 
ArjQo. 0.9) 
Moreover, the arguments in Theorem 1.8 and Lemma 1.9 of Solomon may 
be modified toshow that lB2”, n = O,l,. . , is a stationary ergodic se- 
quence, so
A.S.- lim n-l ,,‘oo ib2,=P@d>0. 
j=l 
(1 .lO) 
Hence 
A.S.- 2ewTJk = A.S.- Iim( Tz,,,illBz,) 
= 29/P( B,) < cc. (1.11) 
Now by (1.4), (1.5), and the SLLN, it follows that 
The regeneration poi ts may be used to provide a description of the limit 
measure Q, on [O,l]’ inKesten’s theorem. If f: [O,l]z -+R is continuous 
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(hence also bounded), then 
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= Wb* - ?)P c fPx,)Po .
1 
(1.12) 
o<t<q 
tcdd 
(For asimilar representation see C rollary 3 of Kesten [6].) This is easily 
proved using (1.4)-(1.6), the SLLN for m-dependent sequences, and Kesten’s 
theorem. Notice that if depends ononly m coordinates th nthe sequence 
c f(~&,), j = LT..., 
7/-,1t<7/ 
t even 
is m-dependent and stationary, with finite first moment, by (1.6). Hence 
But Kesten’s theorem i plies that if this limit exists it must be /@Q,. 
A similar representation may beexploited o prove that 
Q, c W,G; (1.13) 
this fact will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. The product measure onthe 
RHS of (1.13) isjust he distribution of 
d=do = W,~Z. 
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Proofof (I.23). Let f: [O,l]’ + R be continuous. By the same reasoning 
that led to (1.12), 
where 
T, - 1 
c l{Xt= z}].s& 
t=o 
Notice that E(C, so Nz(do)) = ET, < co. For z 2 0 let 
‘+i-i{Xt = O&d,, 
t=T. 
since -c4, has the same distribution as tiefor all zE Z, 
Ef(~oM(-=fo) = ~fGL)K(~o) 
for all z2 0. It follows that E(C z~oMz(do)) = ET, < co. Now by (1.14), 
j-fdQ, = (l/ET,)E( fbfo) c M,(@‘o)). 
220 
If therefore follows that Q, -=z IJY,G, and in fact that 
$pG) (do) =m-’ c K(J;4,)- cc 220 
Q.E.D. 
One final result concerning theregeneration poi ts will be needed for the 
proof of Theorem 2: 
if ol((l - a)/a)*dG(a) < 1, then Eri < 00 for each k2 1. (1.15) 
J 
This is proved (in slightly different guise) inKesten et al. [7] (cf. Lemma 4). 
Their arguments are easily adapted to(1.15) (the only reason their result 
does not apply directly is that he definition (1.2) ofrk contains the word 
“even”). 
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2. TEMPORAL COUPLING FOR BIRTH-DEATH CHAINS 
Suppose d= {%]ZEZ is a fixed environment, a d let 6be a constant, 
0 -c S I l/2. Define 
.Y’=Y(&; S) = {z E 22: ar 2 #I2 and 1 - (~,+i 2 S1/*}; (2.1) 
elements ofY will be referred to as slack points, for easons which will be 
made clear shortly. Those combinations of J$ and 6 for which the set 
sP(&; 6) is infinite arof primary interest. 
Suppose that under P& the stochastic pro ess { X,}t=o,l,, is abirth-death 
chain with transition rates determined by the nvironment .B?according to 
the law (0.1) and assume that he underlying probability space (P, 9, P&) 
supports ani.i.d. sequence ofuniform - (0,l) random variables indepen- 
dent of the process {X,},,,. For each t = 0, 1, .. . let cd denote the 
distribution of X, (under Pd), and let 
[r/7-1 
4 = N,(6) = c 1{X2n -wL-*A-1) # (LX*, + I)> (2.2) 
n=l 
where [.] denotes greatest in eger. 
PROPOSITION 1. There xist i.i.d. random variables tl,5*,. . defined on
(a, 3, P&) with distribution 
P,{<, = +1} = P,{& = -l} = 6/2 
P&(5, = O} = 1 - 6, (2.3) 
and such that if vk = min{ n: CT=,[j = k} then for each k = 1,2, . - . and 
each t = O,l,... 
(2.4) 
and therefore 
Here ]] .(1 denotes total variation n rm. It should be noted that he random 
variables Ii,c2,. . are not independent of the process { Xt },,a i, nor of 
the random variables N,.However, ifY is infinite th n P& {l&n t_ ,N, = 
co} = 1, so the RHS of (2.4).and (2.5) tends to zero for fixed k as t --* cc. 
Moreover for many environments .& it will be the case that 
P,{lim ,- mNt/t = c} = 1 for some constant c > 0: for such environments 
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the probabilities on RHS of (2.4) and (2.5) may be estimated with afair 
degree of precision by means of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Zf [1,$2,... are i.i.d. random variables satisfying (2.3), then 
for a suitable constant c = c(S) E (0, co) and all x E [O, ~0) 
(2.6) 
The integral on RHS of (2.6) isthe distribution function for the (standard) 
one-sided stable aw of exponent l/2 (cf. ItS and McKean (1965) Eq. (2) 
Sect. 1.7). The limit relation (2.6) is a consequence of the invariance 
principle (Donsker’s Theorem). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that for the environment & and the constant 
6 E (0,1/2] there exists a constant c(6) E (0,~) such that 
P&( limtfN,(6)/t = c(S)) = 1. (2.7) 
Then for each E > 0 there exists a constant c*= c*( E, S) > 0 such that for all 
t suficiently large and all k < c*t112, 
IIf+ k-’ i e:2,1j < E. (2.8) 
s-1 
This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 a d the preceding 
lemma. 
The remainder ofthis ection is devoted tothe proof of Proposition 1. 
The strategy is to construct twoprocesses { X,ll 2,, and { XF }, z,, in such a
way that marginally each is a birth-death chain with transition rates 
determined by A? according to the rule (O.l), and so that 
4 = X;c+Zk whenever t 2 min{ n: N,, 2 vk } . P-9) 
Here N, = N,,(S) for n = O,l, . .. , and vk = min{ n: C’J_,tj = k} for suit- 
able i.i.d. random variables { tj}, t tsatisfying (2.3). The inequality (2.4) 
evidently follows from (2.9). 
The processes { X,}t z 0 and { X: }, z0 are constructed as follows (roughly). 
Both trajectories a e thesame, except that upon visiting a slack point z, X, 
and Xt* may make different numbers of loops (a loop being asegment of
the sample path of the form z + z + 1 + z). Thus at any slack point one 
or the other of the processes X,,X,* may be delayed (with respect tothe 
other) byvirtue ofmaking more loops. Eventually theaccumulated d lay in 
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the path Xt* will reach 2k, after which time X,* will be forced tofollow X,, 
so that (2.9) holds. 
The key to the construction is that if X, is a birth-death chain relative to 
the environment s’, then at each visit toa slack point zE Y(.&‘; S), X, 
makes a random number of loops at z, this random number having the 
geometric d stribution 
P, = Yiv - VA n = 0,1,2,... (2.10) 
where 
y, = a,(1 - (Y,+1) 2 6. (2.11) 
Upon completing the loops, the process {X,} makes its next wo steps 
according to the law ?I,, where 
HJZ - 1; z - 2) = (1 - a,)(1 - a,-,)/(1 - y,) 
H,(z - 1; z) = (1 - (Y,)(Y,-l/(1 - y,)
H,(z + 1; z + 2) = az(Y,+l/(l - y,) 
H,(x; y) = 0 otherwise. (2.12) 
At any even integer time twhen X, = z is not a slack point, he next wo 
steps are chosen according to the law Hz, where 
H,(z - 1; z - 2) = (1 - az)(l - (Y,-J 
H,(z - 1; z) = (1 - (Y,)LY,-~ 
H,(z + 1; z) = cy,(l - 1y,+J 
H,(z + 1; z t 2) = (~,a,+~. (2.13) 
Notice that hese rules completely specify the evolution of abirth-death 
chain in the nvironment SF’. 
Let z E sP(zZ; S) be a slack point, and let G, be the probability 
distribution on h 3given by 
G,(O,O) = (1 - y,)(l - a/2); 
G,(m, m + 1) = G,(m + 1, m) = y/(1 - v,)t3/2, m 2 0; 
G=(m, m) = y,“‘-‘(l - Y~>(Y, - $60 + Y,>>, m 2 1; 
G,(m; n) = 0 otherwise. (2.14) 
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It is easily verified that G, is a probability d stribution, and that 
xGZ(m; n) = cG,(n; m) = yT(l - y,), m > 0; (2.15) 
” n 
2 G,(m; m + 1) = E G,(m -t 1; m) = +S; (2.16) 
m=O m=O 
and 
f G,(m; m) = 1 - S. (2.17) 
m=O 
(Notice that since zE Y(@‘; 6) (~~(1 - (~,+i) = y, 2 6, so G,(m; m) as 
defined by(2.14) isnonnegative.) Consequently if the random vector (A, A*) 
has distribution G,, then each of the random variables A and A* has the 
geometric d stribution (2.10) while 5= A* - h has the distribution (2.3). 
The processes { X,} t 2 0 and { X,* }, >,, may now be constructed recur- 
sively: the recursion s illustrated in heflow chart below. Steps which call 
for arandomization are indicated by adoubly outlined rectangular box.It 
is understood that all randomizations called for are to be performed 
independently of all previous randomizations. That { X, }, z,, and { Xt* }, >0 
are in fact birth-death chains relative to the nvironment .& follows from 
(2.10)-(2.15) and the fact hat he successive randomizations in therecur- 
sion are performed independently of the preceding ones. That (2.9) is 
satisfied is obvious. Finally, that i, t2,. . are i.i.d. with law (2.3) follows 
from (2.16) (2.17), andthe independence of successive randomizations n 
the recursion. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this ection the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are in force. Thus 
under the probability P he environment d is a random environment: 
&= do = {(Y,}, E z where .. . (y-i, (Ye, (ri, . . .are i.i.d. from adistribution G 
on (0,l) satisfying (0.5). Recall that if the nvironment is sogenerated hen 
P( ;.$x,/t) = c) = 1 (34 
for asuitable constant c E (0, cc), and also that 
Q,-Q, (3.2) 
by Kesten’s Theorem (here Q, is the distribution of therandom sequence 
L$‘~,, thenvironment as viewed from the vantage point X,). 
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X”.2i = Xn , I&j’ am ------I Xnd-I q x,+1, ILjL h, x3.2, = X” , Ic-)i A:, x;*,2,_, = x, + I ) I f, 5 1; 
Notice first that since (Y,, z E Z, are i.i.d. with distribution concentrated 
on the open interval (0,l) there exists 8 > 0 with 
card(Y(.&; 8) f~ (0,2,4, . . . ) = 00 (3.3) 
for almost every realization of the environment .sk’ (cf. (2.1)). Consequently 
by (3.1) 
Pd( )FmN, = m} = 1 (3.4) 
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for almost every environment A? (cf. (2.2)). Thus it follows from Proposi- 
tion 1 (in particular, (2.5)) that for each k = 1,2,. . , and for almost 
every LX? 
(3.5) 
The relation (3.5) isthe essential point in the argument. It provides a 
connection between the distribution of X, at a fixed time tand the rgodic 
behavior fthe process { XS}SE,,l,,,, over a long stretch oftime t+ 1, 
t + 2,..., t + k. The rest of the proof will consist ofarguing (using a 
suitable form of the ergodic theorem) that for large k, k-‘Ct=,Ff$ is 
distributed ov rZin such away that if avantage point is chosen at random 
from k-lCt,,Ftf, then the environment as seen from this point “looks 
like” Q,. 
LEMMA 2. For every continuousfunctionf: [0, 11’ --f R depending ononly 
finitely many coordinates, and for every E> 0, there exist integers t, and k so 
large that whenever t 2 t, 
P k&f@ 
ii 
x,+zs) 
s=l 
- jfdQm / > &] < E. (3.6) 
The proof of Lemma 2 is at the nd of this section. 
COROLLARY 2. For every continuous f nction f: [0, 11’ + BP depending on
only finitely many coordinates, and for every E> 0, there exist integers t, and 
k so large that whenever t 2 t, 
P 
i ii 
d:Pd k-’ i f( dx,+zs) - Jrde, ’ E 
s=l I i 
(Recall that under P the environment A? is obtained by setting JZZ= 
{%)ZEZY where (Y, are i.i.d. from G). The corollary follows trivially from
the preceding lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to tablish that 
);%P( d: IEx,f bG,) - jfdQ,l < 6) = 1 (3.8) 
for all continuous f: [0, 11’ + W depending ononly finitely many coordi- 
nates, and all 6> 0. It will then follow that (3.8) holds for alf continuous f, 
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since the continuous f nctions depending on only finitely many coordinates 
are dense in C([O, 11’). Note that fis bounded, since [0, 11’ is compact. 
Choose E> 0. By Corollary 2 there exist integers k and c, such that 
t 2 t, implies (3.7). By (3.5) there exists , o large that 2 t, implies 
P 
r /I 
d: E;“- k-l &,, > E <E, 
S=l ii I 
(3.9) 
where )I .(( denotes the total variation n rm. Now (3.9) implies that for 
t 2 t, 
p I i .d: E,f(‘JG,) - Ed k-l i/(J-G,+,,) ( ii 1 ’ 2Wll, < E, (3.10) s=l 
where 11 .Ilrn denotes the supremum norm. Now (3.7) and (3.10) together 
imply that for t 2 max(t,, tl) 
P 
t 
d: b%f( -Cc,) - Jfde,l > &+ 3,,[ra,) -c2E. (3.11) 
Since E> 0 is arbitrary, thisproves (3.8), andhence Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2. This will be accomplished in several stages. First i
will be shown that 
for each E > 0 there xists aninteger k suficiently large that 
P k-‘i j(“lx,,) -JfdQ, 
s=l 
Proof. This follows from the existence of regeneration poi ts and the 
law of large numbers for m-dependent stationary sequences. Recall (Sect. 1)
that here exist even integer-valued random times 0 = TV, or, r2,. . such that 
the random vectors 
1 
rj - 7. I-1; 
tj = az, XT,-, 52 < x7,; 
X 1+1 - x,, 5-l s t < 7/ 
are independent forj 2 1 and identically distributed for j2 2, and such 
that 
E(r2 - r,) < Co. 
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Since the function f depends ononly finitely many coordinates (saym), the 
random variables 
are m-dependent and stationary (for j>_ 1). Moreover, since fis bounded 
the ergodic theorem, together with the weak law for 7,/n, implies that 
= fdQ, / 
by (1.12). 
Let P* < P be the probability measure specified by 
dP* 
- = d(s,G) (43) dP 
Q.E.D. 
(3.13) 
(recall from Sect. 1 that Q, -C IJ?,G on the space [0, 11’ of double-ended 
sequences). Notice that since the likelihood ratio (3.13) depends only on the 
environment do, the volution of {X, }, L0 conditional  the nvironment 
under P* is exactly the same as under P, i.e., 
p*(xt+, = xt + ll~%Llzz 
= 1 - p*(xt+, = xt - w%>z,z) 
=oL x, . (3.14) 
Also, since under P the random environment ~4~is distributed according 
to the product measure l-lEmG, itfollows from (3.13) that under P* the 
random environment .PZ~ is distributed according to Q,. Finally, since 
P* +C P it follows from (3.12) that 
for each E > 0 there exists aninteger k sufficiently large that 
I'* lk-' i: f ( &x2,) -Jrde,l ' E < E. 
s=l 
(3.15) 
Now Kesten’s Theorem (cf. (0.5)) implies that J.YP(dX,) * Q, (here 
..YP(dX ) denotes the distribution of therandom sequence .c@‘, under the 
probability measure P). It follows from this and the fact that he transition 
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laws (0.1) and (3.14) depend continuously on the nvironmental variables (Y,
that for each k = 1,2,. . 
k-’ i f(+,> 
s=l 
(3.16) 
as t + 00. The result (3.6) isa straightforward consequence of (3.15) and 
(3.16). Q.E.D. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Throughout this ection the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are in force. Recall 
that under these hypotheses 
P( piI x/t = c} = 1 (4.1) 
for some c E (0,l). Under P, A?=J;~~ = {(Y,},~~ where . . ., a-r, 
a09 al, *. are i.i.d. from adistribution G on (0,l) satisfying (0.8); it follows 
from the rgodic theorem that for some S > 0, c** > 0, 
P card(Y(&‘; 6)fl {0,2,...,2k}) = c**) = 1 (4.2) 
(the set Y( LS’; S)was defined in (2.1)). Combining (4.1) and (4.2) and using 
the fact hat {X,},,, p roceeds bysteps oflength 1,one finds that 
P( litm_~fN,(s)/t 2 cc**/2) = 1. (4.3) 
Thus Corollary 1 implies that for each E > 0 there xists a constant 
c* = c*(E, S)P- 0 such that for almost every environment d 
IIV- k-l i fiT2sll< E 
s=l 
whenever k I c*t1i2 and t L to = to(d, E) (recall that (1 .11 is the variation 
norm). This in turn implies that for any continuous f: [0, 11’ + R 
~%f(-=f’x,)  Ed k-’ i f(4+2s) 
)i < 4lfll,~ S=l 
allk s c*(E, 6)t112 and t 2 to(d, E). (4.4) 
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To prove Theorem 2 it suffices to how that for any continuous f: 
[0, 11’ + R depending on only finitely many coordinates 
E,f( JG,) + JrdQ, (4.5) 
as t + co, for almost every environment d. In view of (4.4) it therefore 
suffices to how that for any C > 0 and any E > 0 there xist integers 
k, I 0”’ such that 
for infinitely man t = 0, (4.6) 
Since fis bounded it is enough to show that 
&f(4+,,) -Jrde, AS (4.7) 
s-1 
as t + cc where 
k, = [Ct”‘] (4.8) 
(for if (4.7) holds A.S. (P), then for almost every environment d (4.7) 
holds A.S. (PJB), hence by the boundedness of fthe convergence in (4.7) 
also holds in L’(P,)). 
The proof of (4.7) will be accomplished with the aid of the following 
strong law. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose Y,, Y,, .. . is a stationary m-dependent sequence 
with EY, = 0 and EY: < 00. Then for every real 6 > 0 
Proposition 2 is proved in an Appendix. 
Define random variables Y,*and Yz* by 
Yk*= c f(dx,)> k>O, 
TkSf<Tk,, 
t even 
and 
y** = 7 <Fl, k f(JG,), k 2 09 
k k+l 
to& 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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where ra, rt,. . are the regeneration mes defined by(1.2). Since f depends 
on only finitely many coordinates (saym) it follows from (1.2)-(1.5) that
each of the sequences { Yk* }k z I and { Y,* } k k I is stationary and m-depen- 
dent. Also, by (1.12) 
EY,* = EY,** = fE(7, - ~,)j-fdQ~, k> 1; (4.11) 
and by (0.8) and (1.15) 
E(Y,*)2 < ccl and E(Y,**)2 < co, k 2 0. (4.12) 
Proposition 2, i conjunction with (4.11), (4.12) (0.8) and (1.15) implies 
that for every 6> 0 
A.S.- lim sup lmp’~l YAj - iE(r2 - ~,)/fdQ, / = 0, (4.13) 
n+m m>&?‘/2 
A.S.- lim SUP me1 f YAT - ~E(T~ - ~~)Jrde, = 0, (4.14) 
n+m m>a# j-1 
and 
A.S. - hm sup lmB1(7,+, - T,) - E(T~ - TV) = 0. (4.15) 
n-m PI>&+/* 
The relation (4.7) follows routinely from (4.13)-(4.15) and the fact hat 
r,/n + E(r2 - 7r) A.S. Notice first that 
(T”+~ - Tn)ne1j2 + 0 A.S. (4.16) 
(by (1.5) and (1.15) X,P{T,+~ - r,, > /?n’/*} -c 00 for p > 0; (4.16) fol- 
lows from Borel-Cantelli). Now let
N, = inf{n: TV> t} 
and 
M, = inf{n: 7,> t + k,} - N,, 
where k, = [Cr’/2]. Since r,,/n + E(r2 - rr) A.S., itfollows that as t + cc 
N,/t + 1/E(r2 - rr) A.S. (4.17) 
Applying (4.15) for sufficiently sma l6 > 0 (and making the identifications 
N,: n and M,: m) gives 
MJk, --f 1/E(r2 - rl) A.S. (4.18) 
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as t + cc. Now when t is even 
k;’ 5f(4+~s) - k,’ ?Y$+j 
s=l j=l 
5 k;‘llfll,((~iv, - t) + (TN,+M, - t - k)) 
< mfll&N~ - ?.I,-1) + hv,+M, - %,+,,-11) 
-0 AS. (4.19) 
as t + cc (the convergence to zero follows from (4.16), supplemented by 
(4.17) and (4.18)); similarly 
,tt k;1h-4+2s) -k;‘z Y,$rj = 0 AS. (4.20) 
todd s=l j=l 
In view of (4.17)-(4.20), (4.7) follows directly from (4.13)-(4.14) (making 
the identifications N, : n and M, : m). Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
If Y,, Y,, .. . is a stationary m-dependent sequence then each of the m 
sequences {Ymk+j}kzO (j= 1,2,..., m) consists of i.i.d. random variables. 
To prove (4.9) for the original sequence it suffices to prove it for each of the 
sequences iYmk+j}k20 separately (by the triangle in quality). Henceit may 
be assumed without loss of generality thatY,, YZ, .. . are i.i.d. with EY, = 0 
and EY: < co. 
The proof will rely on an extension of the Hsu-Robbins [4] theorem 
concerning complete convergence in the law of large numbers, due to Chow 
and Lai [3]. According to the Hsu-Robbins theorem ifS, = Yi + . . . + Y,, 
for i.i.d. random variables 5 satisfying EY, = 0 and EY: < cc, then for 
every E> 0 
f P{lS,l2 ne} < 00. 64.1) 
n=l 
The extension of Chow and Lai states that under the same hypotheses, for 
all E> 0 
(A.‘3 
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Fix j3 such that 0< /3 s 6 and define 
m, = 1 
m n+l = m, + [/3m’n/“] + 1, n 2 1; 
and 
r, = m,,, - m,, n 2 1. 64.3) 
It is easily verified that he sequences m, and ra are nondecreasing, that he 
increments (r,+ 1 - r,,) are ither zero r one (provided p > 0 is sufficiently 
small), and that 
m, - /3*n2/4, 
r, - P*n/2 asn + co. (A4 
Moreover there is a constant C, < co such that each integer appears atmost 
C, times in the sequence { rn}, >_ 1. Hence (A.2) implies 
(A.51 
Since E> 0 is arbitrary it follows from the Borel-Cantelli L mmathat 
h-n max ( ISm,+i - S&r,,) = 0 A.S., (‘4.6) 
n+cc lsjsr, 
and hence 
lim (Sm,+, - &j/r, = 0 A.S. 64.7) 
n-03 
and 
lim max ((SW,+, - S,“+,I/r,) = 0 A.S. 
n--rco Osj<r, (A-8) 
The derivation of (4.9) from (A.6)-(A.8) is routine. For each integer 
k 2 1 let 
Then 
v(k) = inf{n: m, > k} - 1. 
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and 
’ 2 rv(k) + rv(k)+l + *. ’ +ru(k+/)-l 
provided 1 2 &‘I* (this follows easily from the fact that rj is nondecreasing 
in j). Consequently, for 12 Sk’/* 
i@k+l - ‘k)/‘l’ I(‘%,,+,, - %,x,+I)/‘( 
+ I(‘%+, - %,,,,,)/‘I + I(‘-%,,,,+, - ‘kbl 
v(k+l) -1 
s k.,,+,, - %,k,,,)/ c 'i 
j=v(k) 
+ max 
lsjsr,(k+/) lsm,lk+,j+j - s+k+,jI/ru(k+bl 
’ max Ism,,k,+~ - sm.(kj+jl/r~(k)* 64.9) 
osj<rw(kj 
Now since r,, - r,, 1 as n + 00 it follows from (A.7), (A.6), and (A.?+ 
respectively, that he three terms on RHS (A.9) converge tozero almost 
surely ask + 00, uniformly in1 2 6k’/*. Q.E.D. 
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